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Introduction
The rise of web applications — websites that replace the functions of a software program that
was traditionally installed on a personal computer – was one of the hottest topics in the tech
industry. Huge numbers of “Web 2.0″ startups are competing for user attention, and many
observers predict rapid growth for web applications (Rubicon Consulting, Inc. 2007). Usage of a
web application can outpace initial expectations. Growth is good for business but creates some
real challenges when it comes to trying to keep everything up and running speedily along
specially increasing traffic to web applications poses great challenges to database servers. End
users are becoming more and more sensitive to the quality of the offered services. This requires
addressing issues such as pushing quality of service (QoS) requirements into database processing
and providing database system scalability (Ye 2002). But applications suffer from unpredictable
load, especially due to events such as breaking news (e.g., Hurricane Katrina) and sudden
popularity spikes (e.g., the “Slashdot Effect”) (Amit Manjhi 2009). Investing in a server farm
that can accommodate such high loads is not only expensive (particularly after factoring in the
management costs) but also risky because the expected customers might not show up. Content
Delivery Networks (CDNs) provide such service by maintaining a large, shared infrastructure to
absorb the load spikes that may occur for any individual application. However, CDNs currently
do not provide a way to scale the database component of a Web application they only provide a
way to mitigate network load hence the CDN solution is not sufficient when the database system
is the bottle-neck, as such is in many web applications (Rafeeq, 2010).

Easy Moo
EasyMoo, UCTI’s Campus management system is going to susceptible to such load spikes
outlined above especially when new intakes/ Academic year starts. But since these load spikes
are temporary investing in infrastructure to absorb this kind of load is wasteful as this capacity is
going to be underutilized. Also Since Easy moo is a going to be a localized application the CDN
cannot be leveraged for scalability. Furthermore to provide for Database scalability that could
absorb load spikes cannot be handled by traditional architecture without having to invest on large
number of servers. In order to mitigate these issues it is recommended that a cloud computing
infrastructure be implemented.
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With a private cloud computing infrastructure server resources can be utilized more efficiently.
resources can be shared across different applications smoothly. Resources can be provisioned for
critical systems when it is required by allocating resources that has been reserved for other
systems. For example at the end of the month when pay roll need to be calculated more server
instances can be created after 9:00 clock and resources from other applications such as carpet
management system can be assigned to the payroll till the university opens next day. Once
university open next day the resources can be given back to carpet system and if more processing
capacity is required for the carpet these can be provisioned. These provisioning of resources can
be highly automated and would require little human intervention. On a fixed infrastructure
deploying of new instances would take more than 20 Minutes for minimal Linux installations
and up to one hour for windows server installation and would require lot of human intervention
and supervision and cannot be in any way automated. Further more resources such as CPU and
RAM cannot be shared across instances while on a cloud infrastructure these can be shared and
increased and reduced for instances on the fly.
Another major advantage going for a cloud computing infrastructure is that a public cloud’s such
as Amazons EC2 can be leveraged when bursts of computing power is required that exceeds the
capacity of the private cloud such as when payroll need to be calculated.
Furthermore Management monitoring and maintenance of systems can be automated. Since all
the server instances are virtual a base image of the instance is kept at all times in the cloud
environment. In case of fault this base instance can be spun up in matter of minutes and take over
from the faulty instance smoothly. Furthermore the diagnostics and health servers that built into
the cloud environments can automatically monitor the system for faults and automagically restart
and redeploy instances with minimal interruption to service. In the current fixed environment it
take up to two hours to trouble shoot and fix a faulty system in case of major faults.
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Conclusion
With the Advantages outlined it is highly recommended that UCTI deploy a cloud computing
infrastructure for deployment of EasyMoo and campus management system.

EasyMoo is

currently being built from ground up to be cloud aware from the get go as such with a cloud
computing infrastructure QOS of the system for all the user is guaranteed with minimal
downtime (up to 99.99% availability or 1.3 hour of downtime for every 10,000 hours of
operation). Also by depending on private cloud that could connect to a public cloud for more
resources computationally intensive task can be completed easy and quickly without having to
invest in large number of servers and resources.
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